
Conflab Visa 
Remote Applicant Assessment.



Conflab Visa 

Fast, efficient, compliant and secure visa applications. 
Workflow automation for scheduling, processing, sharing and management.

Conflab Visa is a unique software solution that enables you to efficiently and securely 
manage large numbers of visa applications using video interviewing of applicants anywhere 
in the world and then share and collaborate with colleagues or case workers who are assessing 
suitability.  
Simple steps providing a complete solution
This intelligent video solution wraps workflows and automation around all the 
steps needed to schedule, record, process and share applications with the relevant teams.  And 
recordings provide full audit and compliance for dispute resolution. 
Improve efficiency, save time
Rather than repeated face-to-face interviews, use Conflab Visa to more efficiently 
work through the processes, leaving you more time to interact with the 
applicants. Send predefined questionnaires, record one or two way video 
applications, schedule and book next steps and keep everyone informed with 
auto-notifications, text and message alerts. 
Secure, scalable process management for recruitment 
Conflab Visa provides you with the technology to improve business processes, increase 
security, efficiency and compliance, so you can focus on the human touch. 
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Securely record all your video and telephone 
applications

Share those interviews and the associated 
documentation with other teams

Use virtual waiting rooms and self-service 
booking to schedule interviews easily

Record from anywhere in the world and then 
distribute to any relevant party on any device

Securely share interviews for easy review and 
audit

Auto Transcribe all audio files using AI 
transcription  any future appeal or review

Document management stores recordings and 
documents to profiles and applicants  

Two way messaging and communications, 
with text and email alerts

Customize to reflect your brand

Secure and compliant audit trails of activity

Full integration to your CRM and 
recruitment software 

Create your own reports, or use the large 
range of management and operational 
reports already designed.

Ability to configure multiple user profiles 
for different teams and external suppliers

UK Government approved security. ITHC 
2019, ISO 27001, Cyber Essentia



Conflab Visa 

Scheduling, booking and messaging made easy:
Automate the time-consuming task of booking interviews and sending reminders. No more 
time wasted, waiting for the applicant to arrive, instead receive recordings and review 
systematically or share with colleagues. 
Record from anywhere and share simply:
No more struggling with broadband and connectivity issues, waiting while sound and vision 
flicker. Pre-recorded questionnaires and interviews enables you to review all interviews in a 
single, convenient folder and playback easily. Track and audit every step and keep 
documents associated to the applicants. 
Advanced AI Technology
As an intelligent video solution, Conflab Visa comes equipped with advanced AI technology 
that uses a cutting-edge algorithm to automatically transcribe your interviews into readable text 
documents for easy sharing and quick reporting. 
Conflab Visa
With intelligent workflows, secure connections, dashboard reporting, and AI transcription, you 
can increase efficiency in the way you accept, review, and approve your applications. Conflab 
Visa is an intelligent way to manage visa applications. 

Critical Compliance for Remote Applicant Assessment.

For more information - Colin@flabba.com 




